DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE CLINICS
Empowers you to streamline the recording of information as visits progress in real time.
Your customers require the highest quality occupational healthcare for their employees. That means administering optimal care and keeping detailed patient records in real time, and billing for services quickly and accurately.

UL helps make this possible. SYSTOC® is a powerful tool that helps hospital-affiliated occupational health programs and freestanding practices streamline the recording of information as clinic visits are in progress.

The end result? When patients walk out the door, the bulk of your documentation work is finished.

**OUR EXPERTISE. YOUR EDGE.**

UL has been working for a safer world since 1894. Our in-house occupational health experts and dedicated service professionals will:

- Conduct onsite assessments of systems and processes
- Introduce SYSTOC as an easily adaptable tool to your specific healthcare environment
- Provide IT, user and product support
OUR GUIDANCE. YOUR PEACE OF MIND.

Just as we have for hundreds of companies of all sizes, UL experts will:

• Help you fully implement all tools and use them to their full potential
• Analyze your current methods and recommend best practices
• Instruct your healthcare staff and medical professionals on maximizing SYSTOC’s full compliment of capabilities

OUR BENEFITS. YOUR ADVANTAGES.

For more than three decades, SYSTOC, supported by our experts has provided efficient, effective solutions for the healthcare provider marketplace by:

• Developing comprehensive documentation capabilities for medical professionals
• Automating labor-intensive, paper-based processes
• Streamlining complex clinic workflows
• Simplifying the billing process for your ER and W/C

OUR TOOLS. YOUR SOLUTIONS.

SYSTOC’s multiple features for your practice include:

• Transcribe medical records quickly with updated Tap2Chart technology
• Bill electronically with supporting documentation
• Streamline the import and export of clinical data sets using HL7 standards for drug screening, radiology and lab orders
• Sign records electronically
• Automated DOT FMCSA Interface
• Batch and securely send reports by email
• Convert existing paper forms to interactive PDFs

OUR SYSTEM. YOUR SUPPORT.

When you rely on SYSTOC, you are entering into a partnership with UL – a trusted name in safety for more than a century.

SYSTOC is part of the UL family of PURE Health solutions that can help you generate the highest levels of customer satisfaction - and your customers’ satisfaction translates to your organization’s success.
OUR OPTIONS.
YOUR OPPORTUNITIES.

Tap2Chart
Real-time patient treatment documentation eliminates medical transcription (time delays and errors)

SYSTOC EDI
Electronic submission of CMS 1500 (837p) and UB (837i) and supporting documentation

EMPLOYER PORTAL
Online work statuses, drug tests and physical exam results. Your clients receive email notifications when new records are available for review

iSYSTOC ER
After-hours and off-site view of company profiles and procedures.

SYSTOC TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Toll-free support from our knowledgeable team

SYSTOC HL7 EXCHANGE
A series of modules that transmit health-related information between SYSTOC and hospitals or standalone facilities.

SYSTOC TRAINING
Built-in tutorial database, recorded videos, training videos, remote and onsite instruction

ON-SCREEN HELP
Quick access to instructions on how to use SYSTOC

IMMUNIZATION REGISTRY INTERFACE
Pulls all healthcare data and transforms information into desired format for state immunization reporting
CONTACT US TODAY

Learn more about how to develop a culture of health and safety in partnership with UL.

By phone: 1.888.202.3016
Via web: ULehssustainability.com